
QUESTION 5 – STOP CHATHAM NORTH (SCN)  
 
NOTE: Generally, the forum will not take a question that is 
directed at one candidate.  This question was allowed as it is 
drawn upon by Ms. Rolison’s statement in her Self-Nominating 
Form regarding possible conflicts of interest and her intentions 
to avoid them. 
 
Ms. Rolison: You have been instrumental in the creation of, and the 
running of Stop Chatham North.  You have provided an invaluable 
service to the community with that organization, and I would like to see 
SCN continue being a voice for the community with respect to our 
wastewater treatment plant issues.  If you are elected to the HOA 
board, it is my understanding that you will step away from SCN.  What 
is the succession plan for SCN should that occur?  Is there someone 
lined-up to take over the operation of that group?  Is there a chance the 
organization will dissolve? 
 
For the rest of the Candidates: If Liz Rolison is elected to the board, and 
that means the end of SCN as an organization, would you be 
comfortable with that outcome, i.e., the checks and balances that SCN 
provides to the board may no longer exist? 
 

 
Listed Alphabetically 
 
Michael Cunningham: Thanks for the kind words about Liz.  I agree that her services to the community 
over the past several years have been invaluable.   
 
To answer your question, we need to define who the BCCA represents.  We’ve often heard the BCCA and the 
homeowners are one and the same, but they decided they could not represent the interests of homeowners 
on this issue.  Even people who object to our campaign admit to this and that SCN and the BCCA were not 
aligned on the agreement made last year.  
 



If the BCCA can represent the interests of homeowners and not just “the association as a whole,” as in 
common practice, then I would imagine SCN become extraneous.  If elected, I would push in that direction.  
However, if the majority of the board decides the current arrangement is for the best, I would fully expect SCN 
to continue to fight for what they believe is right regardless of Liz stepping back to serve on the BCCA board or 
not.  
 
Jennifer Drake: BCCA HOA and SCN have mutually compatible goals and objectives. The key difference 
is how we approach and pursue them. Both groups desired to stop the wastewater treatment plant 
regionalization that would have expanded our current site usage and capacity treating other developed areas’ 
wastewater. To that end, I believe SCN as a grass root, non-profit organization was beneficial in helping the 
HOA achieve this primary goal. It was, after all, their number one priority. 
 
Additionally, both parties expect efficient and optimal plant operations that help prevent spillage and odors 
that may be harmful to people and the environment. I support the continued activities of SCN, regardless of 
who is in charge, towards these efforts and appreciate their value; not so much as “checks and balances”, but 
as fellow advocates united in a common purpose striving for the greater good of our homeowner community 
and environment. It’s unfortunate that their actions precluded possible partnering with the Board at the time.  
 
Mark Goodwin: I want to take this opportunity to acknowledge the great work that Liz Rolison (and 
other neighbors) did for this community with StopChathamNorth (SCN).  SCN provided the residents with an 
effective, organized voice of concern and homeowner advocacy with the ongoing wastewater/sewage issues 
that have plagued our neighborhood over the last few years. It’s a shame that the relationship between SCN 
and the HOA Board became unnecessarily adversarial due to the board’s failure to consult with such a large, 
organized group of known homeowners.  That lack of homeowner consultation resulted in the HOA president 
testifying before the county commissioners on Newland’s and Old North State’s behalf. Like many others, I felt 
this was a betrayal of the residents of Briar Chapel, especially to those residents who continue to have to 
endure the odor from the waste treatment facility. 
 
The SCN experience demonstrates a number of things that are pertinent to this election.  First, there are many 
ways in which our neighbors are actively and effectively engaged to improve our neighborhood, outside of the 
sometimes-narrow focus of standing HOA committees and have valuable experience to lend to the board and 
the community.  Second, external civic groups can be valuable resources for the community and the board, 
and they should be seen as allies working toward the common good.  It costs the board nothing to listen to 
and consult homeowners with experience in external civic and nonprofit groups.  Lastly, it demonstrates that 
while not all homeowners may be able to commit to specific committee service, many are willing to contribute 
to the community in other ways.  With over 800 supporters, twenty times the number of BCCA committee 
members, the SCN example shows that the community will actively connect if given opportunities outside of 
the HOA structures that make it difficult for families, working individuals, and others to participate and/or 
provide direct input on issues of importance to them.  
 
I agree that with a change of Board composition that can be provided by electing new board members, that 
many of the examples and lessons from SCN can be adopted by the BCCA.  The Board needs to be an advocate 
for its residents, stand firm against any efforts to allow our wastewater treatment facility to become a regional 
facility, and recognize that service to the community can take forms other than “committee service” that can 
assist the board in its decision-making .  
 
 



Vonzell Jones:   I would not be comfortable with that outcome. I agree that SCN is a benefit to this 
community and the work it has done has been invaluable.  SCN can do the work that the board may be 
restricted from doing and its singular focus ensures that nothing is missed in the wastewater treatment 
area.  The board has to focus on all the issues that are here within the community and couldn’t possibly 
perform to the same level that SCN does when it comes to wastewater treatment.  

Liz Rolison: Thank you for the kind words.  In January 2020, we found out that a decision was pending with 
the NC Utilities Commission to regionalize our community’s wastewater (WW) system.  Our BCCA decided that 
they could not represent homeowners in this legal matter.  Concerned homeowners came together to form 
StopChathamNorth to give Briar Chapel homeowners a voice in the wastewater issues impacting our 
community.  I have been a part of that dedicated group of homeowners working to keep homeowners 
informed of the issues, improve the regulatory compliance and management of our WW facility and to 
prevent regionalization of our community’s WW system. 

In the last year we have begun to see some real progress as ONSWC has stepped up to address the problems 
with sewage spills, plant operations and maintenance, capacity, odor control and spray irrigation.  These 
changes have come about due to the persistent efforts and voices from homeowners, StopChathamNorth and 
the BCCA but we still have many wastewater challenges facing this community. 

If I am elected to the HOA Board, I will be stepping away from my SCN role, but I will remain fully committed 
as a board member to keeping residents informed on WW issues.I will continue to be actively working to 
ensure proper management of our WW facility and to prevent regionalization by outside development.  
Further, I will serve on the Tri-Party Council to ensure BCCA and homeowners issues are addressed.   

If elected, we will have an opportunity to rethink the earlier decision made by the BCCA.  HOA’s do represent 
their homeowners on these types of issues.  I think it is time to reverse this decision and agree to have the 
BCCA represent homeowners on our community’s wastewater issues.  This is particularly important as we face 
the threat of regionalization of our wastewater system to serve new development planned along the 15/501 
corridor.  We need a true partnership between homeowners, SCN and the BCCA to work together to protect 
our wastewater system from regionalization. 

By expanding the BCCA’s representation to homeowners, as should have been done back in January 2020, we 
could in good conscience dissolve SCN and return the remaining funds raised back to the homeowners who 
contributed to our efforts. 

Part 2:  For the rest of the Candidates: If Liz Rolison is elected to the board, and that means the end of SCN as 
an organization, would you be comfortable with that outcome, i.e., the checks and balances that SCN provides 
to the board may no longer exist? 

Response:   
 
I feel that StopChathamNorth (SCN) filled a need in this community when the BCCA decided not to represent 
homeowners.  It has provided homeowners a voice and provided them with the information to allow them to 
make informed decisions about our community’s wastewater issues.  I believe that this is the role that our 
BCCA should be providing not only for wastewater issues, but for all the significant issues in our community.  
That is why I’m running for the board.  I want the board to share information and act as an advocate on all 
major issues impacting our community’s homeowners. 



 
 


